EVERY PAGE IN THIS CATALOG REPRESENTS $40 DONATED TO

We Need Diverse Books

WNDB
diversebooks.org

to Support Diverse Interns in Publishing
Independent Publishers Support
A More Diverse Publishing Industry!

Every page in this catalog represents a $40 donation to We Need Diverse Books’ Internship Grant Program

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is proud to partner with We Need Diverse Books (WNDB) to help create a world in which all children can see themselves in the pages of a book. At 52 pages, this winter 2021–2022 IBPA “Indie Titles for Your Consideration” Bookstore Catalog raised $2,080 on behalf of IBPA member publishers to be donated to WNDB’s Internship Grant program. It’s an initiative that aims to diversify the publishing industry by providing supplemental grants to interns from marginalized backgrounds.

As WNDB explains, “In addition to receiving the grant, our Internship Grantees are also expected to attend various events throughout the summer including an introductory Internship Grant Bootcamp, various professional development and networking events, publishing panels, organized partner mentor/mentee meetings, and an exit interview/testimonial of the program.” Since 2015, 75% of WNDB grantees have continued their work in publishing, with five already acquiring books of their own.

By changing who is at the publishing table, WNDB’s goals align with IBPA’s DEI commitment which acknowledges that the legacy of the book publishing industry is one of privilege, bias, and exclusion, which has significantly affected the books that are traditionally published.

We hope you’ll take some time to explore the books featured in these pages. With over 130 titles to choose from, there’s something for every reader!

With respect and appreciation for all you do,

Angela Bole
Chief Executive Officer, Independent Book Publishers Association
angela@ibpa-online.org

ABOUT THE INDEPENDENT BOOK PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is a not-for-profit membership organization serving and leading the independent publishing community through advocacy, education, and tools for success. Founded in 1983, IBPA has over 3,700 members and is the largest publishing trade association in the U.S.

For questions or more information, contact IBPA or visit us online.
1020 Manhattan Beach Blvd., Suite 204, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
310.546.1818 | info@ibpa-online.org | ibpa-online.org
IBPA's core values include Independence and Inclusivity. As a nonprofit association, we are committed to independent points of view and a publishing industry where everyone can tell their story and find themselves in the content they read.

Please note that a listing in this IBPA catalog does not constitute an endorsement of any particular book, author, or publisher by IBPA, its employees, or board members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECT INDIE PUBLISHERS</th>
<th>COOPERATIVE PUBLISHER TITLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTEMESIA PUBLISHING</td>
<td>ANIMAL &amp; PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK FENCE PUBLISHING</td>
<td>ART &amp; PHOTOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAXTER'S CORNER BOOKS</td>
<td>AUTOBIOGRAPHY &amp; MEMOIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACON PRESS</td>
<td>BODY, MIND &amp; SPIRIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUOY MEDIA</td>
<td>BUSINESS &amp; CAREER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGELWATER PRESS</td>
<td>CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOK:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEGANT PUBLISHING</td>
<td>FICTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVINE QUERIDO</td>
<td>NONFICTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LILAC GROVE ENTERTAINMENT</td>
<td>HISTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATI DEL PASO</td>
<td>HUMOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC MANOR</td>
<td>AUTOBIOGRAPHY &amp; MEMOIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOYS TOWN PRESS</td>
<td>BODY, MIND &amp; SPIRIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARPENTER'S SON PUBLISHING</td>
<td>BUSINESS &amp; CAREER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATHOMING PRESS</td>
<td>CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOK:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE HILLHELEN GROUP</td>
<td>NONFICTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISEMAN</td>
<td>HISTORICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS</td>
<td>LITERARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMCAT BOOKS</td>
<td>MYSTERY &amp; THRILLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDALA TREE PRESS</td>
<td>SCIENCE FICTION &amp; FANTASY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK CHÂTEAU</td>
<td>SPECULATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUMBLEMEYER PUBLICATIONS</td>
<td>THE HILLHELEN GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUTTON POETRY</td>
<td>COOPERATIVE PUBLISHER TITLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALLING CROW PRESS</td>
<td>ANIMAL &amp; PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMFDEA PRESS</td>
<td>ART &amp; PHOTOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLERATI</td>
<td>AUTOBIOGRAPHY &amp; MEMOIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURPLE BUTTERFLY PRESS</td>
<td>BODY, MIND &amp; SPIRIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFFORD HOUSE BOOKS</td>
<td>BUSINESS &amp; CAREER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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“You will never see a passing freight train the same way again.” —Fran Braga Meininger, *The Years Beyond Youth*

Bonds are formed, secrets exposed, sacrifices made, trusts betrayed—all against a landscape of promise, peril, and the future colliding with the past.

**Fiction: Literary Historical Thriller**

978-1951122256 | $15.95 | Paperback
978-1951122348 | $3.99 | Ebook
978-1951122409 | $19.95 | Audiobook

**HOW TO ORDER**

IPG
Follett
Ingram Wholesale

---

**Ed Davis**

Ed Davis began writing in boxcars and in hobo jungles to capture the rhythms of the rails as he caught trains around the Pacific Northwest.

Illustrated by Colin Elgie
First volume of a series of art instruction books for children ages 6 to adult. The series walks the student through the relationship between art and geometry. Lessons consistently show that art is the best place to begin learning the process of logic.

*Art is the ‘study of Universal Form’. If you want to draw the forms of the Universe, you have to understand ‘how they are actually formed’ and simply copy the same movements. There is no magic to art. It is simply seeking a clearer view of how the Universe really works.*

“That’s very statistical—he’s talking about generative modeling! … The book is really interesting!”

—Andrew Gelman, PhD, professor of statistics and political science at Columbia University

**HOW TO ORDER**
Back Fence Publishing

---

James Watt

James Watt has taught children’s art classes for over 25 years. His method is unique, showing the relationship between art and logic.
“All children could relate to and connect with a family from this story about diversity and inclusion of all different types. Many extensions at the end of the book create strong conversation starters for topics with children today.”
—Sarah Gregory, Educator

“They write and illustrate the most wonderful children’s books designed to help both caregivers and children navigate life’s struggles in a healthy way. The books help caregivers engage children in conversations about what they’ve learned and how they can apply the main message to their lives.”
—Benjamin Gies, Policy and Advocacy Director, Kentucky Youth Advocates

**Children’s Picture Book: Fiction**
978-1938647321 | $21.95 | Hardcover

**Publisher Note:** Each story gives you the opportunity to speak to your values and what you think is important for your child in their early learning years.
Something strange is happening in Seabrook. The town’s lighthouse—dormant for over thirty years and famously haunted—has inexplicably started shining, and its mysterious glow is sparking feverish gossip throughout the spooked community.

Readers say: “…a heartwarming and wholesome novel that speaks on lost connections, and the healing power of love. Deeply romantic and hopeful to the highest frequency…” and “It is so perfectly crafted. It made my heart ache, and made me believe that in the end things fall to where they belong.”

---

Fiction
978-0995149502 | $15.99 | Paperback
$5.99 | Ebook

Christopher Parker
A walk along Takapuna Beach and a glimpse at a distant lighthouse inspired Christopher to revisit his childhood passion of storytelling and write a novel.
Fresh out of the academy—mother of two—FBI profiler Eva Rae Thomas is in over her head on her first assignment in multi-million-copy bestselling author Willow Rose’s engrossing mystery.

This novel is the prequel to the bestselling *Eva Rae Thomas* Mystery Series.

**Fiction: Mystery & Thriller**
**Romantic Suspense**
978-1954938243 | $34.99 | Hardcover
978-1954938236 | $19.99 | Paperback
978-1954938229 | $5.99 | Ebook

**HOW TO ORDER**
Brodart
Ingram Wholesale

**Willow Rose**
A multi-million-copy bestselling author of more than 80 novels, Willow Rose has sold more than six million books all over the world. Willow’s books are fast-paced, nail-biting page-turners with twists you won’t see coming. That’s why her fans call her “The Queen of Plot Twists.”
NEW RELEASE BY AMII BARNARD-BAHN FROM

EDGEWATER PRESS

“The PI Guidebook is a SWOT analysis for your career. It provides tools to ensure you are always employable and promotable.” — Forbes

Used by Fortune 500 companies and thousands of professionals who want to advance in their careers. Includes over 30 exercises for developing a personalized self-development plan.

• Discover how you are currently perceived in terms of promotability.
• Assess your unique strengths and opportunities.
• Develop and master the skills needed for leadership in the workplace.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Business & Career
978-1737029335 | $27.95 | Hardcover
978-1737029304 | $19.95 | Paperback

Amii Barnard-Bahn
A sought-after executive coach and organizational consultant, Amii Barnard-Bahn is a former Fortune Global 50 executive and thought leader in creating healthy workplace cultures.

EDGEWATER PRESS
Edgewater Press edgewaterpress.net info.barnardbahn@gmail.com
In 2024, COVID-19 has progressed. A GIVID, Government Issued Vaccination Identification, is issued after mandatory vaccination. Audra Raisa, a 16-year-old, tries to stop the Givid Rebellion.

“Riveting... unique... History lovers will love hearing about the critical role of the Battle of Midway, revel in the nostalgic words of the Gettysburg Address, and feel the sweet victory of American independence as British troops surrender to General George Washington at Yorktown.... Younger readers will enjoy the action and unexpected twists in the plot.” —Onlinebookclub, four out of four star review

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

---

Sosena Audain

Literary wunderkind Sosena Audain was 12 years old when she published *The Givid*, her fourth book. She is talented in academics, sports, art, and music.
It’s a holiday season that both Isaac, whose family is Jewish, and Teresa, whose family is Christian, have looked forward to for months! They enjoy all the things they share, as well as the things that make them different.

But when Isaac’s window is smashed in the middle of the night, it seems like maybe not everyone appreciates “difference.”

“Lyrical…[a] moving historical tale that encourages taking a stand.” — Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“A strong addition to holiday stories …whose theme of community support and friendship is appropriate year-round.”—School Library Connection (starred review)

“Captures the celebratory joys of the season.” —The Horn Book (starred review)

Lee Wind
Lee Wind, MEd is the author of the MG nonfiction No Way, They Were Gay?: Hidden Lives and Secret Loves and the YA novel Queer as a Five-Dollar Bill. This is his debut picture book.

Paul O. Zelinsky
Paul O. Zelinsky is recognized as one of the most innovative artists in the field of children’s literature, having won the Caldecott medal for Rapunzel, the Caldecott honor for three other books, and the 2018 Carle Honor Award for Illustration.
The Last Lumenian is the coming-of-age story of a 19-year-old princess, Lilla, who is a rebel-in-disguise, fighting for the refugees’ freedom. But there is a bigger war on the horizon. She must learn to control her magic and defeat the dark god before He finds her.

Winner: Best Book Awards, American-BookFest; New York Book Festival; Readers’ Favorite Five Stars; San Francisco Book Festival; Indie Reader Approved.

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1734760507 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-1734760569 | $4.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

S.G. Blaise

Publisher Mission:
Making the world a better place, one fantasy at a time.

Lilac Grove Entertainment
TheLastLumenian.com
publishing@lilacgroveentertainment.com
NEW FICTION FROM

NATI DEL PASO

“This short story collection traces the lives of Mexican American women as they navigate crises arising from gender, violence, and the supernatural…. Powerful, engaging tales that make vivid use of magical realism.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Fiction: Horror
Magical Realism
978-1667800639 | $15.99 | Paperback
978-1667800646 | $4.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Publishers Group West/IPS
Seattle Book Company

Nati del Paso
natidelpaso.com
natidelpaso.writer@gmail.com
REBOOTS: UNDEAD CAN DANCE
Mercedes Lackey & Cody Martin
“Unfettered oddball entertainment.” —Publisher’s Weekly
Humans aren’t alone—they share a planet with undead & near-dead beings, living in…semi-harmony? Say hello to Humph the Boggart, a down-on-his-luck private detective, Skinny Jim the zombie, and Fred the werewolf, in this film noir style space opera.

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1647100223 | $27.99 | Hardcover
978-1647100360 | $9.99 | Ebook

THE REINVENTED HEART
Tales of Futuristic Relationships
Jane Yolen, Lisa Morton, Seanan McGuire, Premee Mohamed, et. al.
They say love conquers all, but what happens when technology advances too much? Can it conquer space, time, and even gender ambiguity? These stories intimately explore how evolving technologies complicate sex, gender identification, social norms and attitudes.

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1647100421 | $27.99 | Hardcover
978-1647100438 | $9.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
CAEZIK SF & Fantasy, an imprint of Arc Manor
CaezikSF.com
admin@arcmanor.com
WHY STOP FOR TAJO?
A Tantalizing Tale of a Tiny Tarantula
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann
Why Stop for Tajo? is an action-packed, rhyming story about respecting authority which focuses on why we have rules, even at home.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647284 | $19.95 | Hardcover

GEROME’S RAINBOW: Gerome is Saddened by His Friends Fighting
Stephanie Logsdon
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann
“Positive message for all ages. Gerome’s Rainbow is a book that needs to be in every child’s library and/or classroom. The message behind the book is equality and how everyone is different and how that is seen as a beautiful thing.”
—Karen Watson, Educator

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647307 | $19.95 | Hardcover

HOW TO ORDER
Baxter’s Corner
Ingram Wholesale

Publisher Note: Each story gives you the opportunity to speak to your values and what you think is important for your child in their early learning years.
**EMELIA UNDERSTANDS EQUITY**  
*Fair Doesn’t Always Mean Equal*  
Jeff Tucker; Illustrated by Miranda Morrissey

Emelia is so stressed, she’s SMAD—a tummy-churning mix of sad and mad! She doesn’t know how she will finish her exams in time, and she’s angry because some classmates get extra time and one even gets to use a calculator. Can Emelia see that fair doesn’t mean equal?

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction  
978-1944882761 | $10.95 | Paperback

---

**BUTTERFLIES IN ME**  
*An Anthology Bringing Awareness to Mental Health*  
Denisha Seals; Illustrated by Gabhor Utomo

Four hope-filled tales of multicultural children facing personal challenges. Each story is a celebration of perseverance and resilience. Every character’s journey toward healing is a reminder to young readers that they, too, are strong even if they feel scared, vulnerable, or alone.

Young Reader: Fiction  
978-1944882839 | $14.95 | Paperback
HEALING THE STORMY MARRIAGE
Hope and Help for YOU when Your Loved One has Mental Health or Addiction Issues
R. Christian Bohlen and Helen M. Bohlen
An “invaluable resource…a must-read for Christians dealing with the challenges of mental illness in their spouse.”
—BlueInk Reviews (starred review)

Self-Help
978-1949572773 | $14.99 | Paperback
$5.95 | Ebook

JESUS CHRIST, HIS LIFE AND MINE
The Story of Jesus and How It Applies to Us in the Twitter Era
R. Christian Bohlen
“Eloquent and inviting…a sense of passionate immediacy that makes all the elements of that narrative feel fresh…”
—Kirkus Reviews

Religion
978-1949572001 | $16.99 | Paperback
$4.99 | Ebook
$17.99 | Audiobook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services

Carpenter’s Son Publishing
christianbookservices.com

R. Christian Bohlen
A professional communicator, best-selling author, and award-winning developer of learning materials, Bohlen’s writings blend faith and psychology in loving, non-judgmental ways.

Pictured here with co-author and wife Helen.
PERSIMMON TAKES ON HUMANITY
A group of forest critters, led by the clever and kindhearted raccoon Persimmon, find out how humans are mistreating other animals (in circuses, fur farms, and more), so they go on an epic adventure to save other animals from humans.

“A great and well-written story about the world-changing power of compassion and how each of us can make a difference!” — Claire Howe, Humane Education Advocates

Teen: Fiction
978-0990419709 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-0990419747 | $2.99 | Ebook

VINCENT AND THE DISSIDENTS
Vincent the mink assembles his army of animals to rescue abused critters. Humans be warned!

Reviewers rave: a “gripping story” with “delightful characters.”

Teen: Fiction
978-0990419723 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-0990419754 | $3.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Christopher Locke
Christopher Locke enjoyed a fruitful career in the television industry for more than a decade before pursuing his passion project, “The Enlightenment Adventures.”

Fathoming Press
christopher-locke.com
LockeAuthor@gmail.com
TALES OF MADISON
Historical Sketches of Jackson & Madison County, Tennessee
Harbert Alexander
Illustrated by Richard Brown & Wanda Stanfill

*Tales of Madison* offers new insights into the defining events in Madison County, Tennessee, tracing the history of Jackson from its origins as a Native American hunting ground over eleven thousand years ago to its promising future today.

**History**
978-1736152508 | $25.00 | Hardcover

---

LET ME TELL YOU A STORY
Finding Hope in a Hopeless World
Frank McMeen

Our world is full of people trying to survive losses in love, life, memory, and abilities. This book was written to give you true hope and help you develop a realistic perception of your Creator. Jesus touched lives through love and inclusion. His words changed lives.

**Religion | Spirituality**
978-1736152553 | $20.00 | Hardcover
978-8985060508 | $15.00 | Paperback

---

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

---

The HillHelen Group
hillhelengrouppublishers.com
hillhelengroup@gmail.com
SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE RIPPER OF WHITECHAPEL
M. K. Wiseman
“…an absorbing read for Sherlock-ians and fans of true crime, and it will keep readers on their toes…”
—Kirkus Reviews

SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE SINGULAR AFFAIR
M. K. Wiseman
A prequel to the famed partnership of 221B, Sherlock Holmes tells readers, at last, the particulars of the singular affair of the aluminum crutch.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
This book provides an essential analysis of one of the most important but understudied civil rights organizations of the twentieth century, the Civil Rights Congress and its leader William L. Patterson.

Political & Current Events | Civil Rights
978-0717808823 | $19.99 | Paperback

BLACK LIBERATION / RED SCARE
Ben Davis and the Communist Party
A study of the African American Communist Councilman from Harlem, Benjamin Davis, Jr. (1904–64), and the numerous grassroots campaigns he was involved in. This is a study of Davis, the Communist Party, and the fight for Black Liberation during the Red Scare.

Political & Current Events | Biography
978-0717808625 | $19.99 | Paperback

WHITE SUPREMACY CONFRONTED
U.S. Imperialism and Anti-Communism vs. the Liberation of Southern Africa, from Rhodes to Mandela
Based upon exhaustive research, this is the most comprehensive account to date of the entangled histories of apartheid and Jim Crow that culminated in 1994 with the election of Nelson Mandela as president in Pretoria.

Political & Current Events | History
978-0717807635 | $28.99 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Follett
Ingram Wholesale
International Publishers

International Publishers
intpubnyc.com
service@intpubnyc.com
THE BITTERSWEET SCIENCE
Racism, Racketeering, and the Political Economy of Boxing
This title traces the story of Black dominance of the sport, from fighting slave traffickers in Africa to the brutal battle royals of slavery. Mob violence, bookmaking, fixed bouts, toxic masculinity, and other offshoots (including homophobia) are major themes of this book.

Political & Current Events
Sports & Recreation
978-0717808298 | $19.99 | Paperback

BLOWS AGAINST THE EMPIRE
U.S. Imperialism in Crisis
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Cold War commentators claimed that the U.S. was now the sole superpower. However, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have drained America's resources, while weakening its prestige, and ties to allies—while China continues to rise.

Political & Current Events
978-0717807468 | $10.00 | Paperback

Gerald Horne
Gerald Horne, Moores Professor of History & African American Studies at the University of Houston, is the recipient of the prestigious 2021 American Book Award and the author of more than three dozen books.

HOW TO ORDER
Follett
Ingram Wholesale
International Publishers
intpubnyc.com
service@intpubnyc.com
ELLEMA SNEEZES
Her Sneeze Keep Blowing Everything Away!
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann

Ellema Sneezes is a silly, rhyming story about respecting others which focuses on treating others as you would like to be treated.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647215 | $18.93 | Hardcover
978-1938647222 | $14.95 | Paperback

ALLY ALONE
Focus on What We Have and Not, The Have Nots!
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann

“No Dad to coach soccer, to play games or read books. No Dad to ride bikes or take fish off of hooks.” Ally Alone is an inspiring, rhyming story about building resilience.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647192 | $18.93 | Hardcover
978-1938647208 | $14.95 | Paperback

GEROME STICKS HIS NECK OUT: Read How Gerome Reacted When He Saw Tajo Bullied!
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann

A fun, rhyming story about compassion that focuses on doing the right thing to help others even when it is hard.

Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647130 | $18.93 | Hardcover
978-1938647154 | $14.95 | Paperback
OAKLEY IN KNOTS
Oakley Worried Himself into A Knot!
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann
Oakley in Knots is a funny, rhyming story about respect which focuses on kindness and manners.
Children's Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647178 | $18.93 | Hardcover
978-1938647185 | $14.95 | Paperback

SIDeways FRED: Fred the Tadpole’s New Leg Never Grew Like It Should
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann
Sideways Fred is an upbeat, rhyming story about determination which focuses on keeping your eye on the ball.
Children's Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647147 | $18.93 | Hardcover
978-1938647161 | $14.95 | Paperback

WHAT A TREE IT WILL BE!: The Class Together Made a Big Difference Decorating a Tree
L.S.V. Baker
Illustrated by M.E.B. Stottmann
What A Tree It Will Be! is a playful, rhyming story about cooperation which focuses on working as a team.
Children's Picture Book: Fiction
978-1938647239 | $18.93 | Hardcover
978-1938647246 | $14.95 | Paperback

Baxter's Corner Books
baxterscorner.com
info@baxterscorner.com

HOW TO ORDER
Baxter's Corner
Ingram Wholesale
THE GIRL IN THE CORN
Jason Offutt

Thomas, who as a child faced the evil entity that threatened the fairy world, teams up with the girl in the corn to save her world—and his—only to realize that he may not be able to distinguish good from evil before evil swallows them whole.

Fiction: Horror
978-0744304992 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304510 | $7.99 | Ebook
9780744304589 | $19.95 | Audiobook

CONTEST OF QUEENS
Jordan H. Bartlett

When an unsettling event occurs in the Queendom of Frea, Jacs, an inventor’s apprentice from the Lower Realm, participates in the Contest of Queens to prove that a Queendom is strongest when united.

Teen: Fiction
978-0744304985 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304657 | $7.99 | Ebook
9780744304718 | $19.95 | Audiobook

UNDER THE HEAVENS
Ruth Fox

The last of Earth’s whales are being transported to a new planet, but the ship may not arrive when their Caretaker senses someone else onboard.

Teen: Fiction
978-0744304763 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304336 | $7.99 | Ebook
9780744305029 | $19.95 | Audiobook
SELECT FICTION TITLES FROM
CAMCAT BOOKS

THUNDER ROAD
Colin Holmes
Chasing down a gambling debt in 1947, a former Texas Ranger realizes that more is at stake when he stumbles upon an interplanetary cover up.

Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744304978 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304947 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744304855 | $24.95 | Audiobook

FOOL HER ONCE
Joanna Elm
An investigative reporter must find the man she exposed as a serial killer's son, only to realize that his trace leads to a devastating discovery.

Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744304930 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744304817 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744304794 | $19.95 | Audiobook

THE WAYWARD ASSASSIN
Susan Ouellette
A CIA intelligence analyst follows an assassin's cold trail convinced it will lead to a terrorist plot, only to realize Maggie herself is the target.

Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-0744304787 | $24.99 | Hardcover
978-0744305265 | $7.99 | Ebook
978-0744305319 | $19.95 | Audiobook

CamCat Books
camcatbooks.com
laura@camcatpublishing.com

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart
Ingram Wholesale
(Large Print Available)
MAKE SPACE FOR MAGIC: Learn to Receive Love, Abundance, and Support from the Universe
Patty Lennon
Discover how to receive love from humans and spirit guides, how to release the blocks in your brain preventing success, and a new way to manifest the life of your dreams.
Self-Help
978-1954801196 | $26.99 | Hardcover
978-1954801189 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1954801202 | $6.99 | Ebook

PROJECT BADASS: Breaking Out of Your Comfort Zone to Transform from Average to Extraordinary
Madison Reeves
As a teen living in a trailer park, Madison set massive goals, got her real estate license at 18, and sold 40+ homes her first year. Project Badass is a blueprint for unlocking your full potential.
Business & Career | Entrepreneurship
978-1954801257 | $26.99 | Hardcover
978-1954801240 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1954801264 | $6.99 | Ebook

ALWAYS WEAR PANTS: And 99 Other Tips for Surviving and Thriving While You Work from Home
Kevin Rizer
Whether you are brand new to working from home or have done it for years, this book will guide you through the simple, practical steps to master the art of creating your dream lifestyle working remotely.
Business & Career
978-1954801127 | $27.99 | Hardcover
978-1954801134 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-1954801141 | $6.99 | Ebook
It’s festival time in Fairy Village, but things are about to go monstrously wrong. As everybody is waiting in anticipation for the ribbon to be cut, a horrible orange monster causes havoc… can it be stopped?

Published by Onward Books
dameshandsome.com

By recognizing our shared African unconscious—the matrix that forms the deepest core of human identity—we learn that the differences between one person and another are merely superficial.

Published by Inner Traditions
innertraditions.com

Catalina must protect all those she holds dear when American invaders declare that Mexican California belongs to the United States.

Published by Sand Hill Review Press
Sandhillreviewpress.com

Author Steven Joseph invites readers to enter a world where imagination can solve any challenge, and even the crankiest person can find happiness.

Published by Mascot Publishing
mascotbooks.com
The Word Collector
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Matt Tyree
Education Language Arts

Visually appealing, The Word Collector captivates a child’s interest as it blends learning and storytelling, a great complement to language arts lessons. Well-written, beautifully illustrated, the story entertains as it clarifies parts of speech. A brilliant concept!

A fantastical, magical, and adventurous page-turner, interweaving teamwork and conflict resolution... A reminder of The Wizard of Oz and Alice in Wonderland. For kids who love imaginative worlds with challenges to conquer.

A Resti: Planet of the Red God
Volume I
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Illustrated by Jodie Walton and Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Teen Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy

Sixteen-year-old Blaas Rakendo must join forces, willingly or not, with a special team to safeguard cryptic artifacts and unravel the long-buried scandal they represent. A must-read for readers who love intrigue and danger.

The Prodigal Angel
Evelyn Dunbar-Webb
Fiction: Christian Children’s Picture Book

Guardian Angel-to-be Rachel wants more than anything to prove she is ready to help people. The only thing she thinks to do is run away to Earth. But soon after she arrives, she discovers being a Guardian Angel is much harder than she thought.
FEATURED TITLES FROM

A SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE BREAKDOWN
Patrick Roche
Poetry
LGBTQ
978-1943735983
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340171
$18.00 | Ebook

A poetry collection that explores themes of family, queerness, mental health, grief, pop culture, body image, love, joy, memory, myth, and magic.

YOU BETTER BE LIGHTNING
Andrea Gibson
Poetry
LGBTQ
978-1943735990
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340164
$18.00 | Ebook

“A book that brims with boundless hope, with sly humor, with burning love, with the brilliance and beauty of the everyday.”
—O Magazine

REVENGE BODY
Rachel Wiley
Poetry
LGBTQ
978-1638340003
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340133
$18.00 | Ebook

A poetry collection that explores anger (righteous and not), Black identity, body image, loss, want, and mental health. The third book from body positive, feminist, and LGBTQ+ icon Rachel Wiley.

NOT A LOT OF REASONS TO SING, BUT ENOUGH
Kyle “Guante” Tran Myhre
Poetry | Graphic Novel
978-1638340096
$18.00 | Paperback
978-1638340102
$18.00 | Ebook

A sci-fi-flavored exploration of the role that art and artists play in resisting authoritarianism. Part post-apocalyptic road journal, part alternate universe history of Hip Hop for aspiring activists; a practitioners’ take on poetry, power, and possibility.

HOW TO ORDER
SCB Distributors
inquiries@buttonpoetry.com

Button Poetry
buttonpoetry.com
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SELECT FICTION TITLES BY RICHARD SNODGRASS FROM CALLING CROW PRESS

THE BUILDING
Furnass Towers Trilogy, Book 1
Fiction: Literary
978-0999724927
$29.95 | Hardcover
978-0999724941
$10.95 | Paperback
978-0999724910
$7.49 | Ebook

The story of an ill-conceived attempt to construct a high-rise building in a stricken mill town.
“An audacious, gripping, and wise novel.” —Kirkus Reviews

ACROSS THE RIVER
Books of Furnass, Book 4
Fiction: Historical
978-0999769928
$25.95 | Hardcover
978-0999769911
$9.95 | Paperback
978-0999769935
$7.49 | Ebook

“A riveting civil war novel of romance and espionage.” —BookTrib
“… stands alone, while stoking the desire for the rest of the series.” —IndieReader

FURROW AND SLICE
Books of Furnass, Book 8 — The Farmland Stories
Fiction: Literary
978-0999770054
$29.95 | Hardcover
978-0999770047
$9.95 | Paperback
978-0999770061
$7.99 | Ebook

Short, short stories and photographs of the people and farmlands of upper Appalachia.
“A vivid, moving collection that explores the unrecoverable past.” —Kirkus Reviews

ALL THAT WILL REMAIN
Books of Furnass, Book 9
Fiction: Literary
978-1737382409
$29.95 | Hardcover
978-1737382416
$9.95 | Paperback
978-1737382423
$7.99 | Ebook

Malcolm deals with his struggling company, a pregnant daughter, a runaway son, his ancient mother and her mystical maid.
“A dramatically gripping series” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Calling Crow Press
RichardSnodgrass.com
richard@rsnodgrass.com
CHASING THE SURGE
Life as a Travel Nurse in a Global Pandemic
Grover Nicodemus Street, Sandra de Abreu Guidry-Street, and Ja-ne de Abreu
Political & Current Events
978-1736295434 | $29.99 | Hardcover
978-1736295441 | 19.99 | Paperback
978-1736295458 | $9.99 | Ebook
“A sublime, personal account of the frightening Covid-19 surge.” — Kirkus Reviews
Sharing the reality behind the closed doors of US hospitals in a global pandemic.

SASSY FOOD
How to Grow and Cook Food with Your Own “Farm” Any Size Anywhere Any Time of Year with Any Budget
Ja-ne de Abreu
Craft & Hobby/Gardening
978-1736295403 | $54.99 | Hardcover
978-1736295410 | $34.99 | Paperback
978-1736295427 | $12.99 | Ebook
A serious empowerment tool disguised as a fun photo book designed to harvest peace from growing food. Create your edible jungle anywhere in the world!

VIETNAM DIARY
Richard Tregaskis
History
War Correspondence
978-1956695052 | $21.99 | Paperback
978-1956695045 | $11.99 | Ebook

THE ENERGY INSIDE VALSIN’S CHOICES
Ja-ne de Abreu
Fiction: Literary/Metaphysical
978-1956695007 | $39.99 | Hardcover
978-1956695014 | $12.99 | Ebook
Follow Valsin’s journey from his misdeeds in 1862 during war-torn New Orleans to his future lives. Witness how he achieved light from darkness. Launching January 4, 2022.
SELECT FICTION TITLES FROM PUBLERATI

NORMAL FAMILY
Don Trowden
Fiction: Literary
978-0997913712
$17.95 | Paperback
978-0985050412
$4.95 | Ebook

SUMMER OF LOVE AND EVIL
Michael Kinnamon
Fiction: Literary
978-0997913750
$16.95 | Paperback
978-0997913767
$6.99 | Ebook

An eccentric family of writers comes unglued in this hilarious novel set entirely over four holidays in 1968. Ideal for holiday sales.

"Extraordinarily well written, presented with novelist Michael Kinnamon’s impressively memorable and entertaining narrative storytelling style…” —Midwest Book Review

MOTHER TONGUE
Joyce Kornblatt
Fiction: Literary
978-1735027319
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1735027326
$7.99 | Ebook

COMPASS
Murray Lee
Fiction: Literary
978-1735027388
$17.95 | Paperback
978-0997913781
$7.99 | Ebook

“What if I found out I was kidnapped as a baby? In beautifully precise prose that resonates like the best poetry…” —Wayne Karlin, Author. Fall 2022 release.

“I thought of Salman Rushdie’s prose, that gush of language that never misses, the fearless use of fantasy acting as a corrective to the hero’s self-importance.” —Sharon Butala, Author. Spring 2022 release.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Bookazine
Publerati
publerati.com
info@publerati.com

Novel Thinking.
HI, IT’S ME! I HAVE ADHD
Katelyn Mabry, Illustrated by J. Charles Friedel
Insights into the thoughts, feelings, emotions, and experiences of a child diagnosed with ADHD. Insightful and practical tool for counselors and educators. 2nd Place, 2020 Purple Dragonfly Awards.
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction || How to Order: Ingram Wholesale
978-1948604369 | $4.99 | Ebook

THE KINDNESS MACHINE
Christina Dankert, Illustrated by Chad Dankert
Children learn about kindness from a machine that shows the students how to bring kindness to their classroom and into their hearts. Delightful!
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction || How to Order: Pathway Books
978-1955119085 | $19.99 | Hardcover || 978-1955119092 | $10.95 | Paperback
978-1955119108 | $4.99 | Ebook

MIKE NERO AND THE SUPERHERO SCHOOL
Natasha Carlow, Illustrated by Kyle Stephen
Mike’s new at school. He meets a diverse group of new friends with disabilities and learns that being different gives us each “super” powers. Publishes Spring 2022.
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction || How to Order: Ingram Wholesale
978-1955119023 | $19.99 | Hardcover
978-1955119030 | $10.95 | Paperback || 978-1955119047 | $4.99 | Ebook

PRINCESS MONROE & HER HAPPILY EVER AFTER
Jody Smith, Illustrated by Glynise Martin
Enchanting, but not your ordinary princess tale. Monroe inspires children by demonstrating connection to herself, her interests, and her ability to chart her own path. Also available in Spanish.
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction || How to Order: Ingram Wholesale
978-1955119269 | $4.99 | Ebook

Purple Butterfly Press
purplebutterflypress.net
info@purplebutterflypress.net
This book not only teaches children simple yoga poses but the alphabet as well! “The author has found a way to make yoga accessible to even the youngest practitioner without reinventing it, dumbing it down, or “baby-fying” it...” —Yoga Journal

“This is a beautiful children’s book...It gives you great starting tools to begin your own practice as a family and to understand the importance of mindfulness.” —Working Mommy Journal

“Meet inquisitive and outgoing Little Mouse, Mr. Opus, and Tammy...No yoga experience is necessary to appreciate the book’s quiet mind and mentality!” —Foreword Reviews
COOPERATIVE PUBLISHER TITLES

INDEPENDENT BOOK PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION (IBPA)
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

ANIMAL & PET

LARRY’S WORDS OF WISDOM
Barbara Renner
978-1735735139
$24.95 | Hardcover

A book filled with photos and feel-good messages for life and love as seen through the eyes of a dog. Every chapter incites an “awww” or chuckle from readers of all ages.

HOW TO ORDER
RennerWrites.com/wholesale
Renner Writes Publishing
barb.renner@gmail.com

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY

JD MILLER
Reflections from Dragon Street
JD Miller
978-1735008387
$95.00 | Hardcover

JD Miller has been perfecting his style of three-dimensional oil painting for 25 years. This comprehensive survey showcases the progression of his prolific career.

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United/IPG
Day III Productions
dayiiiiprod.com
doug@dayiiiiprod.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

LISTEN, THINK, & SPEAK LIKE A DOCTOR
Essential Skills for Medical School & Practice
Smiley Thakur, MD, FRCPC
978-0990951469
$12.99 | Paperback
978-1945843907 | $6.99 | Ebook

Through engaging metaphors and anecdotes, Dr. Thakur shares actionable wisdom about the listening and thinking skills a physician requires to connect with patients.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Better Life Press | betterlifepress.com
alchemist@kidney.nu

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

PATHWAY TO HEALING
My Personal Journey to Healing and Deliverance
Mina R. Raulston
978-1732801103
$9.99 | Paperback
978-1732801110
$6.99 | Ebook

Pathway to Healing shares the author’s challenging journey to healing and deliverance after an abusive marriage. She credits God’s grace and mercy for her new life.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Hat Rack Books
minaraulston.com/hat_rack_books_llc
hatrackbooksllc@gmail.com
**INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM**

**IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS**

**AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR**

**RESILIENT**
Katherine Turner
978-1734423082 | $26.99 | Hardcover
978-1734423075 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1734423068 | $4.99 | Ebook

“Courageous and moving, bold and heroic, this memoir will change the way you see poverty, privilege, and survivors.” —Ana Hantt and Josie Baron, the *Extraordinary* Series

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Josha Publishing
joshapublishing.com
kt@kturnerwrites.com

**AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR**

**TWICE A DAUGHTER**
A Search for Identity, Family, and Belonging
Julie Ryan McGue
978-1647420505 | $16.95 | Paperback
978-1647420512 | $9.95 | Ebook

Julie is adopted, and she is a twin. What begins as a desire for medical information evolves into a quest that unearths secrets, lies, and family members right next door.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com
julie@juliemcgueauthor.com

**AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR**

**WEST VILLAGE ORIGINS**
An Oral History of New York City’s Most Unique Neighborhood
Michael D. Minichiello
978-1949596106 | $32.99 | Hardcover
978-1949596120 | $21.99 | Paperback
978-1949596113 | $4.99 | Ebook

Little Bohemia, New York City’s West Village, has long been a haven for intellectuals, writers, artists, and activists captured by Michael Minichiello in ninety interviews.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Woodwrit, Inc. Editions
woodwrit.com
contact@woodwrit.com

**BODY, MIND & SPIRIT**

**CONQUER YOUR KARMIC RELATIONSHIPS**
Heal Spiritual Trauma to Open Your Heart and Restore Your Soul
Tracee Dunblazier
Illustrated by Michael J. Penn
978-0996390767 | $29.95 | Paperback
978-0999362303 | $9.99 | Ebook

“We haven’t come across a project that makes such a strong case about how our ancestors continue to influence our lives.” —Editor-in-Chief Matt Sutherland *Foreword Reviews*

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale, New Leaf Distributors
GoTracee Publishing
BeASlayer.com | gotracee@beaslayer.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

PERFECT
A Path to Love, Forgiveness & Transformation
Judi Miller
978-1734835007
$24.99 | Hardcover
978-1734835014
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1734835021
$4.99 | Ebook
This #1 best seller and multiple award winner will help you open your heart and access love and forgiveness.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Judi Miller
JudiMiller.net
judi@judimiller.net

BUSINESS & CAREER

MARIJUANA HATER’S GUIDE TO MAKING A BILLION DOLLARS FROM HEMP
The Next Disruptive Industry
Matthew Harmon
978-1735674728
$29.99 | Hardcover
978-1735674704 | $19.99 | Paperback
978-1735674711 | $9.99 | Ebook
“Exceptionally well written, impressively comprehensive, informed and informative... unreservedly recommended.”
—Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Farmbridge | booklaunchers.com/books/
sarah@booklaunchers.com

THE OBSERVANT LEADER
Warning Signals That Can Cost You Your Job and What to Do About Them
Donald Ruhl
978-1937721756
$19.95 | Paperback
978-1937721817
$8.99 | Ebook
“... a ‘must read’ for any career professional pursuing advancement, and especially for executives!” —Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Peter E. Randall Publisher
perpublisher.com/portfolio-item/the-observant-leader/
media@perpublisher.com

REIMAGINING COLLABORATION
Slack, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and the Post-COVID World of Work
Phil Simon
978-0982930281
$28.95 | Hardcover
978-1119669500
$19.95 | Paperback
978-0982930274 | $9.95 | Ebook
The world of work has changed forever. World-renowned tech expert Phil Simon’s award-winning book shows how to unleash the power of today’s popular collaboration tools.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Motion Publishing
philsimon.com/connect/
phil@philsimon.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

BUSINESS & CAREER

THE VISIONARY BRAND
The Success Formula Behind the World’s Most Visionary Brands
Bryan Smeltzer
978-1737188100
$24.99 | Hardcover
978-1737188117
$5.99 | Ebook

“Belongs in any business collection focused on branding success. Visionary thinkers will find the book enlightening.” —D. Donovan, Sr. Reviewer, Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
LiquidMindPress
liquidmindsite.com
bryansmeltzer@outlook.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

I’LL GO RHYTHM
Justin Webb
Illustrated by Kayla Stark
978-1638775119
$20.99 | Hardcover
978-1685649272
$4.99 | Ebook

A new illustrated book, I’lL Go Rhythm, takes a child’s look at the complicated world of social media. Journey down the rabbit hole of the internet through the eyes of a child.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Read-With-Me Books
read-with-me-books.com
info@read-with-me-books.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

AM I BLUE OR AM I GREEN?—AZUL O VERDE. ¿CÚAL SOY YO?
Beatrice Zamora
Illustrated by Berenice Badillo
978-0981695051
$17.99 | Hardcover
978-0981695068
$11.99 | Paperback

The joys and fears of life in a US mixed status, immigrant home, lead a citizen child to discover the beauty and resiliency of a bicultural US American identity.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Tolteca Press
toltecapress.com | toltecapress@gmail.com

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

RHYMES THAT GO FROM HEAD TO TOE
Raven Howell
Illustrated by Pamela C. Rice
978-1643725239
$19.99 | Hardcover
978-1643724089
$15.99 | Paperback

Howell teaches kids the basics of body parts in nicely scanning, enjoyable verse. An attractive and playful way to help kids learn about and appreciate their bodies.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Follett
MacLaren-Cochrane Publishing
m-cpublishing.com
tannya@m-cpublishing.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

**TRAVELS WITH ZOZO… ON THE REEF**
Book 3
A.J. Atlas
Illustrated by Anne Zimanski
978-1954405035
$27.99 | Hardcover

Books 1–4 of a new series of humorous, adventurous tales from around the world are available now.

**UNDER THE BARNYARD LIGHT**
Carla Crane Osborne
Illustrated by Brandon Dorman
978-1735991603 | $19.95 | Hardcover
978-1735991627 | $9.99 | Ebook

Even in the dark of winter, the animals need to be fed. Step into the magical world of a young girl on a farm full of wonders.

**BUCK MAKING CENTS**
Dustin Goss
Illustrated by Febyolla Goss
978-1792342790
$17.95 | Hardcover

This book is an interactive lesson plan for parents to engage with their kids in the early understanding of the value of money. Buck is a fun, smart, and engaging character.

**ENDANGERED ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA / Animales en Peligro de Extinción de América del Norte**
Bibi LeBlanc
978-1733798594
$14.95 | Paperback

“The bilingual coloring pages about the plight of endangered wildlife is an excellent educational tool for all ages.” —Alvaro del Castillo, Wildlife Sanctuary, Costa Rica

**EDUCATION**

**ENDANGERED ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA**
Animales en Peligro de Extinción de América del Norte
Bibi LeBlanc
978-1733798594
$14.95 | Paperback

“How to order
Ingram Publisher Services, Follett
Culture To Color
culturetocolor.com
cs@culturetocolor.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION

JUST FINN
Paz Ellis
978-1952578052
$9.99 | Paperback
978-1952578045
$2.99 | Ebook

**Just Finn** is about an autistic young man and his journey to becoming accepted. You quickly become invested in Finn and what happens to him. Book 2 now available.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Paz Ellis
pazellis.com
paz@pazellis.com

DIVINE RETURN
Death Is Never The End
Jeff Walton
978-0997433456
$19.97 | Hardcover
978-0997433432
$14.97 | Paperback
978-0997433449
$4.97 | Ebook

Can you die, go to heaven or hell, and actually come back? Multiple-award-winning Christian suspense, based on evidence, answers that question and much more.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Sunbrook Publishing
jeffwaltonbooks.com
jeffwaltonbooks@gmail.com

TO BURY THE CLOUD
Leah Margolis
978-1735691077
$14.99 | Paperback
$5.99 | Ebook

A journey where the physical and emotional intertwine. A hospital employee confronts her past and gains insight from interaction with an eclectic array of individuals.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Mindstir Media
mindstirmedia.com
info@mindstirmedia.com

FICTION: CHRISTIAN

PROPHECY OF LOVE
T. Satterfield
978-1737786207
$12.99 | Paperback
978-1737786214
$9.99 | Ebook

Gabe Mendes made a deal to slay the black ram in exchange for access to the universe of love. But unlucky in love isn’t his problem—love’s not even what he thinks it is.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Tamiko Press
hihellotami@gmail.com

TO BURY THE CLOUD
Leah Margolis
978-1735691077
$14.99 | Paperback
$5.99 | Ebook

A journey where the physical and emotional intertwine. A hospital employee confronts her past and gains insight from interaction with an eclectic array of individuals.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Mindstir Media
mindstirmedia.com
info@mindstirmedia.com
A poignant, haunting tale of courage, sacrifice, faith, and love in famine-era Ireland. It pulls the reader in from the start and never lets go. Book 2 now available.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
bwlpublishing.ca
eofinlan@gmail.com

PROBLEMS OF TRANSLATION
or Charlie’s Comic, Terrifying, Romantic, Loopy Round-the-World Journey in Search of Linguistic Happiness
Jim Story
978-0986238208
$15.95 | Paperback
978-0986238215
$5.99 | Ebook

“An insanely amusing adventure.”
—Gary Shteyngart
Charlie skitters the globe to see his short story translated into ten different languages, then back into English.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Blue Mile Books | bluemilebooks.com
bluemilebooks@gmail.com

THE DARK TETRAD
A Kori Briggs Novel
A.P. Rawls
978-1737261308
$13.99 | Paperback
978-1737261315
$2.99 | Ebook

Series debut!
“A bracing tale with a gutsy hero for fans of secret agent thrillers…she’s got grit and gumption…well-paced, old school fun.”
—Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Upper West Side Press
upperwestsidpress.com
info@upperwestsidpress.com
**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**THE FIRE STARTERS**
A Nicholas Foxe Adventure
Jackson Coppley
978-0578420554
$28.95 | Hardcover
979-8464434561
$14.95 | Paperback

Set the fire and watch them burn. In *The Fire Starters*, Nicholas Foxe uncovers a guild of pyromaniacs that traces its roots to ancient Rome.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Contour Press
ContourPress.com
ellenk@usa.net

**LEISHA’S SONG**
Lynn Slaughter
978-1953735348
$13.99 | Paperback
978-1953735347
$4.99 | Ebook

“Suspense, tender romance, and a thoughtful exploration of racism make this page-turning coming-of-age novel a winner.” —Lee Tobin McClain, USA Today Bestselling Author

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Windtree Press
windtreepress.com
lynnslaughter03@gmail.com

**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**POKER FACE**
Spotted Pony Casino Mystery #1
Paty Jager
978-1952447815
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1952447808
$4.99 | Ebook

As interim head of security at the Spotted Pony Casino, disabled veteran Dela Alvaro needs to find out who killed a casino accountant or lose her job.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Windtree Press
windtreepress.com
paty@patyjager.net

**SHADOWS OF KALALAU**
Doug Walsh
978-1732746787
$15.99 | Paperback
978-1732746794
$6.99 | Ebook
(Also available as an Audiobook)

“Shadows of Kalalau is a cinematic thriller that mixes noir sensibilities into a young woman’s search to find herself.” —Foreword Clarion Reviews, 5-Star review

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Snoke Valley Books
snokevalleybooks.com
doug@dougwalsh.com
FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

ANY OTHER WORLD WILL DO
Alex Lubertozzi
978-1938938580
$16.00 | Paperback
978-1938938597
$9.99 | Ebook

“Presents an alien vision of Earth’s possible future. It’s a send-up of the genre that wraps its earnest warning in plausible deniability.”
—Foreword Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
press@topfivebooks.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

STOLEN BUTTERFLY
Gabriel Hawke Novel #7
Paty Jager
978-1952447778
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1952447761
$4.99 | Ebook

State Trooper Gabriel Hawke returns to the reservation to help find a missing Umatilla woman. As his mother rallies the community, he discovers a human trafficking ring.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Windtree Press
windtreepress.com
paty@patyjager.net

THE FIRST ROBOT PRESIDENT
Robert Carlyle Taylor with Arvind Patel
978-1734646276
$27.95 | Hardcover
978-1734646283
$18.95 | Paperback

“... an entertaining science fiction satire made fascinating because of its behind-the-scenes looks at the bruising world of modern politics.”
—Foreword Clarion Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Reflection Bay Press
robertcarlyletaylor-author.com
robertcarlyletaylor@gmail.com

THE MASADA AFFAIR
Michael J. Metroke
978-1977229052
$30.56 | Hardcover
978-1977233301
$18.95 | Paperback
978-1977229052
$9.99 | Ebook

In 2158 Earth and Mars are in turmoil. Shortly after an upset Earth Federation presidential election, all Earth’s 250 million androids mysteriously commit mass suicide.

HOW TO ORDER
Outskirts Press
outskirtspress.com
m.metrok@comcast.net
**FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY**

**SEARCH FOR HAVEN**
Justin Oldham
978-1935964650
$25.00 | Hardcover
978-1935964513
$3.99 | Ebook

As Dar prepares for high school, her family’s farm is attacked. Can she survive a journey across the post-Collapse landscape to reach the school?

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Shadow Fusion
shadowfusionbooks.com
editor@shadowfusionbooks.com

**SEARCH FOR HAVEN**
Justin Oldham
978-1935964650
$25.00 | Hardcover
978-1935964513
$3.99 | Ebook

As Dar prepares for high school, her family’s farm is attacked. Can she survive a journey across the post-Collapse landscape to reach the school?

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Shadow Fusion
shadowfusionbooks.com
editor@shadowfusionbooks.com

**FICTION: SPECULATIVE**

**JIMMY DEAN’S LAST DANCE**
A.K. Alliss
Illustrated by Joshua Diles
978-1737822806
$24.99 | Hardcover
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1737822813
$7.99 | Ebook

Jimmy Dean, bit part actor, befriends famed actress Marilyn Monroe. When Marilyn is found dead in her LA home, the ruling is suicide, but Jimmy thinks otherwise.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Spectrum Publishing
spectrumbookpublishing.com
karentinc@gmail.com

**GRAPHIC NOVEL**

**ROSA PARKS**
Mariapaola Pesce
Illustrated by Matteo Mancini
978-1681122915
$19.99 | Hardcover
978-1681122922
$9.99 | Ebook

A biography in comics of Rosa Parks who refused to be segregated on her bus and sparked the civil rights movement. Out in February for Black History Month. All ages.

**HOW TO ORDER**
IPG, Ingram Wholesale
NBM Graphic Novels
nbmpub.com
nbmgn@nbmpub.com

**HISTORY**

**BAPTISTS & BOOTLEGGERS**
A Prohibition Expedition Through the South...With Cocktail Recipes
Kathryn Smith
978-1929647583
$29.95 | Hardcover

“...a brisk, breezy tour of sites throughout the South associated with Prohibition...A jaunty, informative journey into the past.”
—Kirkus Reviews

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Evening Post Books
evepostbooks.com
info@eveningpostbooks.com
HUMOR

YOU MAY BE OLD IF...
Douglas King
978-1737625605
$9.95 | Paperback

This collection of humorous insights into aging along with quotes from famous folks provides laughs while you slip silently into senility.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Day III Productions
dayiiiprod.com
doug@dayiiiprod.com

INSPIRATIONAL

QUICKWATER ORACLES
Conversations & Meditations
Ruth Thompson
978-1736525814
$20.00 | Paperback
978-1736525821
$7.95 | Ebook

“Recommended pick for philosophy, self-help, creative writers and readers.” — MBR Oct 2021
“Inspiration for daily life and beyond.”
— Helané Wahbeh, The Science of Channeling

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Saddle Road Press/Two Fine Crows Books
twofinecrowsbooks.com
info@saddleroadpress.com

INSPIRATIONAL

TWENTYONE OLIVE TREES
A Mother’s Walk Through the Grief of Suicide to Hope and Healing
Laura Formentini
Illustrated by Marit Cooper

978-1955119061 | $19.99 | Paperback
978-1955119054 | $9.99 | Ebook
(Also available as an Audiobook)

Endorsed by Deepak Chopra as “a lovely book of life lessons,” this beautifully illustrated collection of fables is a gift to anyone healing from traumatic loss.

HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale, Pathway Books
Kat Biggie Press | katbiggiepress.com
info@katbiggiepress.com

HISTORY

LOVE’S LEGACY
Viscount Chateaubriand and the Irish Girl
Daniel Fallon
978-1735999609
$25.00 | Hardcover
978-1735999616
$9.99 | Ebook

“A bewitching journey of love, pain, and discovery...a lively dive into French history...and a storied lover and writer’s possible secret.” — BookLife/Publishers Weekly

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Pathway Book Service
Amazonas Publishing
amazonaspublishing.com
daniel.fallon@loveslegacybook.com

INSPRATIONAL

YOU MAY BE OLD IF...
Douglas King
978-1737625605
$9.95 | Paperback

This collection of humorous insights into aging along with quotes from famous folks provides laughs while you slip silently into senility.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Day III Productions
dayiiiprod.com
doug@dayiiiprod.com

QUICKWATER ORACLES
Conversations & Meditations
Ruth Thompson
978-1736525814
$20.00 | Paperback
978-1736525821
$7.95 | Ebook

“Recommended pick for philosophy, self-help, creative writers and readers.” — MBR Oct 2021
“Inspiration for daily life and beyond.”
— Helané Wahbeh, The Science of Channeling

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Saddle Road Press/Two Fine Crows Books
twofinecrowsbooks.com
info@saddleroadpress.com

TWENTYONE OLIVE TREES
A Mother’s Walk Through the Grief of Suicide to Hope and Healing
Laura Formentini
Illustrated by Marit Cooper

978-1955119061 | $19.99 | Paperback
978-1955119054 | $9.99 | Ebook
(Also available as an Audiobook)

Endorsed by Deepak Chopra as “a lovely book of life lessons,” this beautifully illustrated collection of fables is a gift to anyone healing from traumatic loss.

HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale, Pathway Books
Kat Biggie Press | katbiggiepress.com
info@katbiggiepress.com
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LGBTQ

TALK TO ME
Zoe Amos
978-1952270208
$13.99 | Paperback
978-1952270215
$8.99 | Ebook

“Loaded with bold imagery, the writing is clean, accessible...snappy and clever...slow-build [contemporary] romance leading to a satisfying finale.” —*Foreword Clarion Reviews*

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Sapphire Books Publishing
sapphirebooks.com
publisher@sapphirebooks.com

NORTHmöN

DON’T RETIRE... GRADUATE!
Building a Path to Financial Freedom and Retirement at Any Age
Eric Brotman
978-1734970128
$24.99 | Hardcover
978-1734970104
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1734970111 | $9.99 | Ebook


HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Brotman Media Group
booklaunchers.com/books/
sarah@booklaunchers.com

NONFICTION

TBI OR CTE
What the Hell is Wrong with Me?
Mark Tullius
978-1938475665
$13.99 | Paperback
978-1938475658
$19.99 | Hardcover
978-1938475665
$3.99 | Ebook

“It should be in any health collection, as well as in libraries strong in memoirs containing deep psychological self-assessments.”
—D. Donovan, Sr. Reviewer, *Midwest Book Review*

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Vincere Press
MarkTullius.com
mark@marktullius.com

REDEFINING NORMAL
How Two Foster Kids Beat The Odds and Discovered Healing, Happiness and Love
Justin & Alexis Black
978-1734573138 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1734573121 | $9.99 | Ebook

Growing up, they didn’t believe they had a future. Together, they are building forever. *Redefining Normal* will open your eyes to possibilities and dreams.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Redefining Normal
globalperspectivespublishing.com
info@re-definingnormal.com

PARENTING & FAMILY

REDEFINING NORMAL
How Two Foster Kids Beat The Odds and Discovered Healing, Happiness and Love
Justin & Alexis Black
978-1734573138 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1734573121 | $9.99 | Ebook

Growing up, they didn’t believe they had a future. Together, they are building forever. *Redefining Normal* will open your eyes to possibilities and dreams.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Redefining Normal
globalperspectivespublishing.com
info@re-definingnormal.com
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POETRY

LONG RAIN
Lenard D. Moore
978-1732436992
$16.00 | Paperback

Like Richard Wright & Sonya Sanchez, Moore creates a masterful transformation of Japanese form into a quietly defiant poetry of the Black experience in America.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Wet Cement Press
wetcementpress.com/product-page/long-rain
wetcementpress@gmail.com

POLITICAL & CURRENT EVENTS

I TOLD YOU SO!
Donald Trump,
The Awful Years
Stump Connolly
978-1879652293
$28.00 | Hardcover

With insight and humor, Stump Connolly reports in on the absurd politics of the Trump years. “Stump vs. Trump. A Winner! And it’s not Trump.” —Bill Kurtis

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
Dead Tree Press
deadtreepress.com
marketing@deadtreepress.com

PSYCHOLOGY

THE MASTER BOOK OF MEMES
Britt Minshall, DMin
978-0578599496 | $24.95 | Paperback

Revealed: the Force (Human Social MEMES) that fosters Racism, Xenophobia, and War. Once we know MEME Law we can stop repeating our mistakes and harness our power for good! Winner, New York Big Book Award.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Renaissance Institute Press
bookofmemes.com
ripress@juno.com

RESTORE OUR DEMOCRACY
The Case for Equality and Justice
Werner Neff
978-1649990891
$9.97 | Paperback
978-1649990907
$4.97 | Ebook

Our democracy is eroding and slowly drifting away from the values and principles which are the heart of the US democracy. Refresh the knowledge of civics.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Werner Neff
restore-our-democracy.com
wer.neff@gmail.com
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REFERENCE

THE CRIMINAL LAW HANDBOOK
Know Your Rights, Survive the System
Paul Bergman & Sara Berman
978-1413329391
$39.99 | Paperback
978-1413329407
$39.99 | Ebook

This book walks you through the criminal justice system, explaining complicated rules and processes in plain English. A question & answer format, plus illustrating examples.

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart, Ingram Publisher Services
Ingram Wholesale
NOLO
store.nolo.com/products/the-criminal-law-handbook-kyr.html

RELIGION

LUCIANITY
The Perverse Religion of Christians
John Byer
978-1642379280
$27.95 | Hardcover
978-1642379297
$15.95 | Paperback
978-1642379303
$7.95 | Ebook

Lucianity reports the results of an investigation into a 2000 year old “Cold Case” where Lucius (Bishop of Cyrene) is identified as the forger of 75% of the New Testament.

HOW TO ORDER
Midpoint Trade Books/IPG, Ingram Wholesale
Gatekeeper Press
gatekeeperpress.com
jbyer133@gmail.com

SELF-HELP

JOURNEY FORWARD
How to Use Journaling to Envision and Manifest the Life You Always Wanted
Robin E. Henderson-Wilson, PhD and Nathaniel A. Turner, JD, MALS
Illustrated by Keva M. Richardson
978-0989587990 | $15.99 | Paperback
978-1735266626 | $7.99 | Ebook

Do you want to live a more fulfilling life? Would you like to do things you once thought impossible? Journey Forward offers a process to make our best life possible.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Two Crabs And A Lion | nathanielaturner.com
journeyforwardtoday@gmail.com

SPORTS & RECREATION

GLOVE LETTERS
A Father Recalls His Son’s Greatest Game
Taylor Wilson
978-1736152560
$20.00 | Paperback

Glove Letters: A Father Recalls His Son’s Greatest Game is a story of courage and faith after high school pitcher Landon Wilson lost his arm.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
The HillHelen Group
hillhelengrouppublishers.com
hillhelengroup@gmail.com
TEEN: FICTION

QUEER AS A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL
What If You Knew a Secret From History That Could Change the World?
Lee Wind
978-1732228108
$25.99 | Hardcover
978-1732228115
$13.99 | Paperback
(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)
“The premise is a real hook.” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?
leewind.org | leewindpublisher@gmail.com

TEEN: NONFICTION

SLAYING DIGITAL DRAGONS
Tips and Tools for Protecting Your Body, Brain, Psyche, and Thumbs From the Digital Dark Side
Alex J. Packer, PhD
978-1631985966
$24.99 | Paperback
“This interactive, comprehensive guide helps teens thrive online and off.” —Dr. Michele Borba, parenting and bullying-prevention expert, author of Unselfie

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Free Spirit Publishing
freespirit.com | Indies@freespirit.com

TEEN: NONFICTION

NO WAY, THEY WERE GAY?
Hidden Lives and Secret Loves
Lee Wind
978-1541581586
$37.32 | Hardcover
978-1541581623
$18.99 | Paperback

A Junior Library Guild Selection. “Entertaining, illuminating, and an accessible antidote to dominant histories.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Highly Recommended.” —Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist

HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale
Zest Books/Lerner Publishing Group
lernerbooks.com, custserve@lernerbooks.com

TEEN: NONFICTION

WHY WAIT? YOUR TIME IS NOW!
Reagan B. Nevels
978-1732521605
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1732521643
$9.99 | Ebook

Young author Reagan B. Nevels inspires teens to build self-esteem, confidence, and accountability skills. Discover her four-step process to reach your dreams and goals.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Premier Publishing
premierpublishing.com
specialmarkets@premierpublishing.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
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YOUNG READER: FICTION

AVALINA JONES
And the Eye of the Storm
Lori Adams
978-1737131205
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1737131229
$7.99 | Ebook

“Adams’ pirate-centric story teems with entertaining bits of magic...A well-crafted, supernatural pirate tale with a capable, young hero.” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Spyhop Publishing
LoriAdamsBooks.com
LoriAdamsBooks@gmail.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

HUMMER
Linda Gruenberg
978-9198631708
$13.99 | Paperback
978-9198631715
$3.99 | Ebook

“A moving, realistic tale about a troubled tween finding a path to strength and purpose.” —Kirkus Reviews

30th Anniversary Re-Launch!

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Kenda Press
lindagruenberg.com
Lindakaygruenberg@yahoo.com
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